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Chapter 941 - Wedding Invitation 

When the woman in front of him turned around, Ye Chen could see the beauty that this woman 

possessed. 

This woman is very beautiful and elegant with bangs in the front, no need to ask this woman is clearly 

very beautiful. 

The problem was that Ye Chen did not know this woman ,at all he felt that he had never met this 

beautiful woman in front of him. 

Even though he had never met and knew this beautiful woman, Ye Chen felt familiar with the beautiful 

woman in front of him. 

He felt that this woman reminded him of someone very familiar. 

"That, Miss , who are you?" Ye Chen immediately asked about the identity of the beautiful woman in 

front of him. 

"You don’t know me?" The beautiful woman asked Ye Chen, the beautiful woman did not expect that Ye 

Chen did not know her. 

"No" Ye Chen shook his head, Ye Chen told that he didn’t know this beautiful woman in front of him , at 

all this was his first time meeting this beautiful woman in front of him. 

The beautiful woman looked helpless when she listened to Ye Chen’s answer, Ye Chen really didn’t know 

her. 

"I am Miss Dongfang’s maid." The beautiful woman told Ye Chen about her identity. 

This beautiful woman is Gu Xun, she came here to tell Ye Chen something. 

"Oh, so you are the maid of the goddess Dongfang Xiu" Ye Chen nodded to Gu Xun, it turned out that 

the woman in front of him was the maid of the goddess Dongfang Xiu. 

Ye Chen thought who was coming at this time of night, it turned out to be the personal maid of the 

goddess Dongfang Xiu, Ye Chen wondered why Dongfang Xiu had sent his personal maid to this place. 

"Eh wait a minute" Ye Chen immediately realized something, he looked straight at Gu Xun who was in 

front of him. 

Judging from where this woman had a slight compatibility with Gu Xuan, Ye Chen had remembered his 

master’s last words at that time, Gu Xuan had told Ye Chen that his daughter was currently serving 

Goddess Dongfang Xiu. 

This woman was probably the Gu Xun that Gu Xuan meant, Ye Chen felt absolutely certain that the 

woman in front of him was Gu Xun. 

"That, may I ask you something?" Ye Chen wanted to ask Gu Xun something. 

"Sure, just say it." Gu Xun allowed Ye Chen to ask himself. 



"Is your name Gu Xun?" Ye Chen got straight to the point, he asked the name of the beautiful woman in 

front of him. 

"Yes, my name is Gu Xun" Gu Xun answered Ye Chen’s question, she did not hide her identity from Ye 

Chen. 

"Xun sister, I finally got to meet you, I didn’t expect to meet you so soon" Ye Chen looked happy when 

he saw that in front of him was Gu Xun, this woman was really Gu Xuan’s daughter. 

Needless to say Gu Xun was a beautiful and graceful woman, a woman like this was the ideal woman of 

all men in this world. 

Gu Xun just smiled when she saw that Ye Chen had guessed her, this person finally realized that she was 

Gu Xun. 

"Xun sister what brought you to this place?" Ye Chen asked Gu Xun who was in front of him, he wanted 

to know why Gu Xun had come to his place. 

Gu Xun just remembered that her main purpose in coming here, Gu Xun’s main purpose of coming here 

was to tell Ye Chen something, why did he even talk casually with Ye Chen. 

" ahem. . ., I will inform you of my coming here, you first read this ." Gu Xun handed him a piece of paper 

that looked like an invitation letter. 

" What is this ?" Ye Chen immediately asked about what Gu Xun had just given him. 

"You read it first, you’ll know what’s inside." Gu Xun told Ye Chen to read the invitation he gave. 

Ye Chen nodded, he began to open and read the invitation that Gu Xun had given him. 

When Ye Chen read the invitation that Gu Xun had given him, Ye Chen discovered that the contents of 

this paper were an invitation to a wedding party that was going to be held by Dongfang Xiu and Hai 

Ming. 

When Ye Chen read this invitation, Ye Chen felt an uncomfortable feeling in his heart, obviously Ye Chen 

was not happy when he got something like this from Dongfang Xiu. 

"Was Dongfang Xiu the one who gave me this letter?" Ye Chen asked Gu Xun if Dongfang Xiu himself 

gave this to him. 

"No, Miss didn’t tell me to do such a thing, I came on my own initiative and gave it to me" Gu Xun told 

Ye Chen that he came and gave the invitation on his own initiative. 

"Xun sister , why are you giving this to me?" Ye Chen wanted to know the reason why Gu Xun gave this 

to him. 

"You’re still asking why I gave it to me, you really are an insensitive man, are you a man?" Gu Xun said 

that Ye Chen is a man who is not sensitive to what Gu Xun wants. 

Ye Chen: "-_-". 

Ye Chen didn’t know what to say in a situation like this, Gu Xun’s words pierced Ye Chen. 



"Xun sister, don’t say things like that, after all I’m still a man " Ye Chen said to Gu Xun. 

"If you are a man then you have to prove it" Gu Xun said to Ye Chen. 

"Okay, then let’s go inside" Ye Chen said to Gu Xun. 

"Go inside?, for what?" Gu Xun asked Ye Chen. 

"Of course to prove that I’m a man" Ye Chen said while making a male pose. 

Gu Xun of course knew what Ye Chen was trying to do, Gu Xun’s face turned slightly red when she heard 

what Ye Chen had just said. 

"You pervert" Gu Xun reached her hand towards Ye Chen’s ear, Gu Xun started to twist Ye Chen’s ear 

quite strongly. 

"Ouch. . ., sick . . ., please let go me." Ye Chen told Gu Xun to let go him, what Gu Xun did was quite 

painful for Ye Chen. 

"Do you still dare to tease me again like before" Gu Xun said to Ye Chen. 

"No, no, I won’t dare to do that again." Ye Chen immediately answered Gu Xun, he hoped that Gu Xun 

would let him go. 

Seeing that Ye Chen had promised, Gu Xun immediately let go of Ye Chen’s ear. 

Ye Chen’s ears were red from what Gu Xun had just done. 

Ye Chen didn’t expect Gu Xun to be upset because of what just now, it seemed that in the future Ye 

Chen had to be careful when talking to Gu Xun. 

"Ye Chen, I’m serious here, so please don’t play around anymore" Gu Xun said that he was seriously in 

trouble. 

"Okay, I won’t joke anymore like before." Ye Chen obediently listened to Gu Xun’s words. 

After all Gu Xun was still Gu Xuan’s daughter, Ye Chen had to respect the daughter of his master. 

"Do you understand what I mean by giving this wedding invitation to you?" Gu Xun asked Ye Chen. 

"I don’t know." Ye Chen shook his head, he didn’t know why Gu Xun had given him this invitation. 

He thought that what Gu Xun gave hurt for Ye Chen, the news about Dongfang Xiu’s marriage made Ye 

Chen sad, could it be that Dongfang Xiu had forgotten about him so quickly. 

Chapter 942 - Short Discussion With Gu Xun 

Even though Ye Chen had tried his best to become strong in order to match Dongfang Xiu, he didn’t 

expect that Dongfang Xiu had actually accepted Hai Ming’s engagement and proposal. 

"Why do you look sad like that?" Gu Xun asked Ye Chen. 

"Yes, it seems that Goddess Dongfang Xiu has forgotten about me and has chosen Hai Ming," Ye Chen 

said to Dongfang Xiu. 



"Who said that, do you know, every day Miss always daydreams ,herself while looking at this planet" Gu 

Xun told Ye Chen about what happened to Dongfang Xiu after meeting Ye Chen. 

After meeting Ye Chen, Dongfang Xiu changed a little, Dongfang Xiu was no longer what she used to be, 

sometimes Dongfang Xiu would daydream , herself while looking at the direction where the earth was. 

As Dongfang Xiu’s only personal maid, Gu Xun naturally knew of every change made by her Miss, that’s 

why Dongfang Xiu knew what Ye Chen was thinking. 

It must be that Dongfang Xiu was thinking about Ye Chen, after all Ye Chen was the one who had saved 

her and could make her heart move. 

"Is that true?" Ye Chen asked Gu Xun. 

Gu Xun nodded to Ye Chen, she telling Ye Chen that what he just said was the truth. 

Ye Chen was happy to hear this, it seemed that Dongfang Xiu was still thinking about him in her heart. 

This alone could make Ye Chen believe that Dongfang Xiu was still waiting for him. 

"Wait a minute, then why did Dongfang Xiu accept Hai Ming’s proposal?" Ye Chen immediately asked 

why Dongfang Xiu accepted Hai Ming’s proposal. 

"That’s because young lady was forced to accept it, otherwise Hai Ming will definitely go berserk and 

look for you" Gu Xun said to Ye Chen why Dongfang Xiu would accept Hai Ming’s proposal. 

It turned out that Dongfang Xiu was forced to do this to protect Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen felt extremely guilty when he heard Dongfang Xiu inflaming herself like that to protect himself. 

Ye Chen felt that being a man was useless when he allowed a woman who liked him to be forced 

together with another man just to protect himself. 

Ye Chen clenched his fists tightly, he wished that right now he had the strength to take Dongfang Xiu 

away. 

"Ye Chen, I will tell you an important piece of advice that you must keep in your heart, the God Realm is 

a place for strong people to gather, where strength is everything, if you want to help young lady, you 

must have very strong strength. big deal to deal with the Immortal Profound Sea Realm." Gu Xun gave a 

piece of advice to Ye Chen to quickly become stronger. 

"I tried my best to be strong" Ye Chen said that he had tried his best to become strong. 

"In this place you may be very strong, but in God Realm you are still an ant in the eyes of the Immortal 

Profound Sea Realm, I suggest you go to God Realm immediately, this place is not suitable for you, with 

your talent cultivation fast, I believe in God Your realm will get stronger quickly, you only have less than 

5 years left, if you continue to be trapped in this place then you will have no hope" Gu Xun gave a short 

lecture to Ye Chen. 

Gu Xun even suggested to Ye Chen to leave this small planet like earth, according to Gu Xun this planet 

was not a suitable place for Ye Chen to become stronger. 



5 years was a short time for a cultivator, it felt like the blink of an eye for a cultivator at the God Realm 

Ye Chen’s talent would be wasted if he continued to stay on this small planet. 

Ye Chen started to think about the wise words that Gu Xun just said, according to him Gu Xun’s words 

were the truth that Ye Chen had to accept. 

Ye Chen could not continue to be on earth, every day Ye Chen felt a huge setback in terms of cultivation. 

Even though Ye Chen was inside the fairy gate, Ye Chen felt that his cultivation had become slower than 

before. 

Perhaps it was time for Ye Chen to go to the God Realm to train and increase his strength. 

"Ye Chen I can’t talk to you for too long, if I take too long then I will be caught, you better think about 

what I said earlier, I hope that our next meeting you will become even stronger" Gu Xun no longer had 

the time to talked more with Ye Chen, this was all Gu Xun could give Ye Chen. 

Gu Xun hoped that Ye Chen would think about the words she just said, this was also for the sake of the 

young lady who looked sad when she was forced to marry Hai Ming. 

Gu Xun really hoped that Ye Chen could save Dongfang Xiu from the shackles of this forced marriage. 

"sister Xun wait a moment" Ye Chen tried to stop Gu Xun, he still had many things he wanted to ask Gu 

Xun. 

Even Ye Chen wanted to inquire about Gu Xuan’s news to Gu Xun, Ye Chen wanted to know the news 

about his current master. 

Too bad Gu Xun had already left this place, he couldn’t stay with Ye Chen for too long. 

Ye Chen felt helpless, it seemed that he would have to wait another time to discuss this with Gu Xun. 

Ye Chen tightly gripped the wedding invitation paper that was currently in his hand, from now on Ye 

Chen had to come up with his own plans to save Dongfang Xiu and Ling Yin, Both of them were currently 

waiting for Ye Chen patiently. 

Ye Chen entered the villa, he might start thinking about his own plans to become strong, Ye Chen had 

even decided to try going to the God Realm. 

. 

. 

Meanwhile Gu Xun saw that Ye Chen had now entered the Villa, Gu Xun’s task was finished, she hoped 

that what she had just said to Ye Chen could make Ye Chen more enthusiastic in practicing and 

cultivating. 

That way Ye Chen would quickly become a strong and formidable person. 

Gu Xun is very confident in Ye Chen’s strength, it is clear that Ye Chen’s talent in cultivation is very fast, 

this is evident from Ye Chen’s current cultivation, in just a few months Ye Chen has been able to reach 



the first level of the Divine Spirit Realm, speed this is quite fast to cultivate in a place with low energy 

like earth. 

"Alright, time to go." Gu Xun had to leave Earth immediately, she had to return to the Sacred Heaven 

Star Realm to serve Dongfang Xiu. 

If Gu Xun had been missing for too long, then Dongfang Xiu would definitely be suspicious of what Gu 

Xun had just done. 

Gu Xun came here to see Ye Chen on her own initiative, Gu Xun came unnoticed by Dongfang Xiu. 

Gu Xun was afraid that she would be angry if Dongfang Xiu found out that she had gone to see Ye Chen, 

it was for this reason that Gu Xun couldn’t be in this place for a long time, she could only tell Ye Chen a 

brief thing. 

"Ye Chen don’t disappoint me, I hope our next meeting you can become a strong person" Gu Xun hoped 

that in their next meeting Ye Chen would be much stronger than now. 

Chapter 943 - Everyone I Want To Tell You Something 

Ye Chen went inside, when Ye Chen entered the villa, he was already greeted by a very large dinner 

banquet, almost all the women in this villa took part in this banquet. 

Even Mu Xueying and Mu Nianci were also dragged along to join this banquet. 

It could be said that currently everyone in the villa was taking part in this banquet. 

Ye Chen saw the harmony of all the women, he could see the togetherness they were doing. 

"Husband, where are you from?" Lin Rouxi greeted Ye Chen, she asked where was Ye Chen from just 

now. 

"I just came from outside to meet acquaintances." Ye Chen told Lin Rouxi that he had just gone out to 

meet acquaintances. 

"Why don’t you invite him in and join us for this dinner?" Lin Rouxi asked why Ye Chen didn’t invite his 

acquaintances to come and eat with all of them. 

"He has a special need, so we can’t." Ye Chen said to Lin Rouxi that Gu Xun had left due to a special 

need, so Gu Xun couldn’t join in the event that all the ladies had prepared. 

"Oh, so your acquaintance is gone, too bad" said Lin Rouxi to Ye Chen. 

Lin Rouxi knew that Ye Chen’s acquaintance just now must be a woman, that’s why Lin Rouxi wanted to 

invite her to join, unexpectedly that Ye Chen’s acquaintance had already left due to some necessity. 

"Husband, everything is ready, then let’s start right away" Lin Rouxi said to Ye Chen that everything was 

ready and they were ready to start dinner. 

Lin Rouxi dragged Ye Chen away towards the chair that was specially prepared for her. 

Ye Chen was dragged to a chair in the middle, meanwhile around Ye Chen gathered beautiful women 

who sat in neat rows. 



This looked like a dinner made by the king and his concubines. 

Since everyone had already gathered, dinner started soon, everyone ate the food they made. 

"Husband, let’s try the food." Zhao Yanyan who sat beside Ye Chen started to get some food for Ye 

Chen, she made sure that Ye Chen got the right food. 

"Thank you , wife" Ye Chen thanked Zhao Yanyan for what Zhao Yanyan did, Zhao Yanyan was really very 

considerate. 

Cheerful handsome dinner, everyone looked happy and happy, today they really enjoyed every minute 

they spent. 

Dinner was very enjoyable almost everyone enjoyed it all. 

Even Mu Xueying and Mu Nianci enjoyed this dinner very well. 

Yes, although these two are not as passionate as other women. 

"Everyone I want to tell you something" Ye Chen said to all the women that he wanted to say 

something. 

All the women stopped chatting, they all immediately looked at Ye Chen with curious gazes. 

They were all very curious about what Ye Chen would talk about. 

"Husband, what’s the problem?" Liu Yue and the others were very curious about what Ye Chen wanted 

to talk about. 

"I want to tell you that I intend to go to the God Realm." Ye Chen told all the women in this place that he 

wanted to go to the God Realm. 

All the women were silent when they heard what Ye Chen had just said, they couldn’t believe that Ye 

Chen would go to the God Realm suddenly like this. 

"Husband, why suddenly say something like this, what really happened?" Zhao Yanyan immediately 

asked Ye Chen what happened, why did Ye Chen suddenly want to go to the God Realm. 

" That . ., I feel that increasing my cultivation is getting more and more difficult, so I intend to try going 

to the God Realm to increase my strength, after all I have to be strong enough to find the Flower of Life 

Seven Colors and protect all of you" Ye Chen told all the women in the area. this place if he wanted to 

become stronger, that’s why he wanted to go to the God Realm. 

All the women here understood what Ye Chen wanted, Ye Chen’s wish was to be strong and be able to 

protect them all. 

Ye Chen’s intentions were very good, it made the women’s hearts stir. 

Zhao Yanyan, Liu Yue, Su Mengxin, Fu Lanling, Qing Cheng, Mu Lanyin, Lin Rouxi, Xiao Lulu, Su Yuya, 

Cheng Mengyan, Feng Xue, Nanhua Caiyi, Zhang Shiyun, Xue Suyin, Ye Xiu Nangong Xiang , Li Qingzu and 

the women from Frozen Ice Sect understood what Ye Chen wanted right now, Ye Chen wanted to grow 

stronger to protect them all, how would everyone stop Ye Chen. 



"Husband, if you really want to go to the God Realm, have you set your first destination yet?" Nangong 

Xiang immediately asked if Ye Chen had found his first destination when he went to the God Realm. 

"I haven’t thought about it, I’m making plans for it" Ye Chen said that he had not thought about this, he 

just wanted to tell everyone about this matter. 

"If you haven’t thought about it, how about you just go with Xueying, I heard that the Xueying sect is 

pretty good." Nangong Xiang gave Ye Chen a suggestion to go to the Mu Xueying sect. 

Mu Xueying who was eating immediately looked at Nangong Xiang, Nangong Xiang gave a wink to Mu 

Xueying, she wanted Mu Xueying to take care of Ye Chen when he was in God Realm. 

Although Mu Xueying’s relationship with Ye Chen was still a secret, Mu Xueying was already considered 

Ye Chen’s future woman, that’s why Nangong Xiang could entrust Ye Chen to Mu Xueying, Nangong 

Xiang believed that Mu Xueying would not do anything to harm Ye Chen. 

The God Realm was a place filled with all kinds of extremely dangerous people, with Ye Chen’s kindness 

towards women, Nangong Xiang was afraid that Ye Chen would be taken advantage of by women from 

the God Realm. 

"What a coincidence, I also intend to return to my Sect, do you want to come with me?" Mu Xueying 

asked Ye Chen. 

Mu Xueying actually wanted to stay on Earth a little longer, but because Ye Chen wanted to go to the 

God Realm, Mu Xueying immediately gave up her intention of staying in this place any longer. 

There was no way Mu Xueying would refuse after Nangong Xiang said that to her. 

" Is it true ?" Ye Chen asked Mu Xueying, Ye Chen didn’t expect that a coincidence like this would 

happen. 

Mu Xueying nodded lightly to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen that what she just said was the truth. 

"Well, if you can really take me to the God Realm, then I will of course come with you." Ye Chen didn’t 

think much of it, he immediately agreed to come along with Mu Xueying. 

That way Ye Chen wouldn’t have to be confused about finding a suitable place for him to practice. 

The Nine Immortals Peak Sect was a pretty good place for Ye Chen to start his steps in the God Realm. 

"Well if you decide that, we will leave in a few days" Mu Xueying told Ye Chen that they would be 

leaving in a few days. 

that meant that during these few days Ye Chen could still use the time Mu Xueying had given him to 

make the necessary preparations. 

"Okay I understand" Ye Chen immediately nodded to Mu Xueying, he would prepare everything he 

needed to go to God Realm. 

Chapter 944 - Special Prize From Zhao Yanyan (1) 

Ye Chen along with his wife continued to eat dinner, all returning to eat the food they made. 



After dinner was over, everyone rushed to tidy up the place, everyone returned to work together to 

clean things up. 

After finishing dinner Ye Chen immediately went upstairs to see Ling Yin, he checked Ling Yin’s condition 

and told Ling Yin about his departure to God Realm. 

Ye Chen couldn’t say much to Ling Yin, Ye Chen could only say a few words to Ling Yin. 

After speaking and accompanying Ling Yin, Ye Chen returned to his own room, today Ye Chen was really 

very relaxed, he let go of all his responsibilities. 

In a few days Ye Chen will go to God Realm, Ye Chen should enjoy times like this more leisurely. 

"Click. ."When Ye Chen was lying down lazily, he heard someone opening the door to his room. 

Ye Chen immediately saw who entered his room, when Ye Chen looked at the entrance, Ye Chen found 

Zhao Yanyan standing in front of the entrance wearing a very sexy pajamas. 

These Sexy Pajamas wrapped around Zhao Yanyan’s splendidly developed body. 

After doing Dual Cultivation with Ye Chen many times, Zhao Yanyan’s body had grown very well. 

Ye Chen was drooling when he saw the appearance of Zhao Yanyan in front of him, Zhao Yanyan was too 

seductive. 

"Husband, What do you think ?" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen. 

" What do you mean by that?" Ye Chen pretended to be stupid and didn’t know what Zhao Yanyan was 

talking about. 

"Geez, why are you pretending to be stupid like that?" Zhao Yanyan said discontentedly. 

Zhao Yanyan of course knew that Ye Chen was currently playing dumb in front of her, Ye Chen obviously 

wanted to try playing with him. 

"If you don’t tell me how will I know" Ye Chen said to Zhao Yanyan who was standing in front of the 

entrance. 

"Husband, how do I look today?" Zhao Yanyan finally asked Ye Chen about his current appearance. 

"Of course, Yanyan is very beautiful and sexy, you really fit in that outfit, you really deserve the title of 

Goddess" Ye Chen immediately gave Zhao Yanyan a compliment. 

Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan that Zhao Yanyan’s current appearance looks very beautiful and sexy, Zhao 

Yanyan’s beauty has really grown very well. Zhao Yanyan now really deserves to be compared to 

goddesses like Nangong Xiang and Dongfang Xiu. 

Zhao Yanyan’s face turned slightly red when she heard this, she felt sweet when she heard Ye Chen’s 

praise. 

"Click. . ." Zhao Yanyan closed the door, after closing the door Zhao Yanyan walked towards the bed, 

Zhao Yanyan sat beside Ye Chen’s bed. 



"Yanyan, why did you come here, is there something you want to talk about?" Ye Chen asked Zhao 

Yanyan. 

"Yes, I do want to talk to you about something, it’s about what you said earlier." Zhao Yanyan said that 

she wanted to talk about what Ye Chen had done earlier during dinner. 

"Don’t you want me to go to the God Realm?’ Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan. 

"Of course not, I just feel that if you are too hasty in making decisions, what actually happened?" Zhao 

Yanyan felt that Ye Chen’s decision was too hasty, Zhao Yanyan felt that there was something wrong 

with Ye Chen. 

Zhao Yanyan was truly a genius and smart woman, Ye Chen really couldn’t hide anything from Zhao 

Yanyan. 

Ye Chen had no choice but to tell what happened to Zhao Yanyan, he thought it was better to be honest 

with Zhao Yanyan than Zhao Yanyan to continue to be suspicious like this. 

Ye Chen started to tell Zhao Yanyan what had happened, he told Zhao Yanyan why he was in such a 

hurry to go to the God Realm. 

Zhao Yanyan listened to all of Ye Chen’s explanations, after listening to Ye Chen’s explanations, Zhao 

Yanyan finally understood what happened. 

"So it’s about Dongfang Xiu?" Zhao Yanyan didn’t expect that Dongfang Xiu would marry someone she 

didn’t like because of Ye Chen. 

It wasn’t strange for Ye Chen to look in such a hurry, apparently this was the reason. 

Ye Chen immediately nodded to Zhao Yanyan, there was no way Ye Chen would stay silent and see 

something like this. 

"Then do you need me to come with you?" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen. 

Zhao Yanyan wanted to help Ye Chen solve this problems, she wanted to go with Ye Chen to the God 

Realm. 

"No, no, no, don’t do that." Ye Chen immediately rejected Zhao Yanyan’s suggestion, he didn’t want 

Zhao Yanyan to come with him. 

"Uh, why?" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan was confused as to why Ye Chen didn’t want her 

to come along. 

"Dear wife, look at you" Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan to look at her. 

"What’s wrong with me?" Zhao Yanyan saw her, Zhao Yanyan asked what was wrong with her. 

Zhao Yanyan felt that there was nothing wrong with her, Zhao Yanyan was now strong, so it was fine if 

she wanted to go along with Ye Chen. 

"It’s not a matter of your strength, it’s a matter of your beauty." Ye Chen started to touch Zhao Yanyan’s 

perfect face and looked beautiful. 



Zhao Yanyan closed her eyes when Ye Chen touched her, Zhao Yanyan enjoyed Ye Chen’s touch. 

"Yanyan, you’re so beautiful, if you come along, I’m afraid there will be a lot of bad people after you, 

that’s when I might find it difficult to protect you." Ye Chen whispered the reason why he didn’t want 

Zhao Yanyan to come along. 

It’s not that Ye Chen doesn’t want Zhao Yanyan to follow him, the problem is that the beauty of Zhao 

Yanyan and all of his wives is really extraordinary, Ye Chen is afraid that there will be too many people 

targeting Zhao Yanyan and his wife if Ye Chen takes them all to the God Realm. 

Zhao Yanyan now understood why Ye Chen forbade him to come along, if Zhao Yanyan came along it 

would most likely cause more trouble for Ye Chen. 

"Yanyan, you wait until I’m really strong and can protect you." Ye Chen promised to be strong and 

protect all his women from people with evil intentions. 

"Um" Zhao Yanyan nodded to Ye Chen, this time Zhao Yanyan was really very obedient to Ye Chen’s 

words. 

Ye Chen was happy that Zhao Yanyan understood what he wanted, now Ye Chen can rest easy and don’t 

have to worry too much about Zhao Yanyan wanting to come along. 

Ye Chen suddenly remembered something, he hadn’t asked for the gift that Zhao Yanyan had promised 

him before. 

Perhaps this was the most opportune time for Ye Chen to ask Zhao Yanyan for a gift. 

It just so happened that Xing Mei wasn’t at the Villa, she could freely do it with Zhao Yanyan without 

having to be bothered by that bad girl. 

At night Xing Mei always clung to Ye Chen tightly, the little girl always forced to sleep with Ye Chen, this 

made Ye Chen unable to have intercourse with his wife. 

If Ye Chen really couldn’t stand it anymore, Ye Chen would be forced to hide inside the fairy gate, it was 

the only place that was safe from Xing Mei’s reach. 

"Wife, may I ask for my Prize Right now" Ye Chen whispered in Zhao Yanyan’s ear, he told Zhao Yanyan 

that he wanted the gift that Zhao Yanyan had promised, 

Chapter 945 - Special Prize From Zhao Yanyan (2) 

"Which gift?" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan didn’t seem to remember that she promised 

such a thing to Ye Chen. 

"Come on wife, it’s about what you said a few months ago, did you just forget it, even though you 

promised me" Ye Chen tried to remind Zhao Yanyan about the gift that Zhao Yanyan had promised when 

he managed to get Zhang Shiyun. 

Ye Chen hadn’t had time to ask for the gift that Zhao Yanyan had promised him before. 

"Hmmm, did I ever promise you something like that?" Zhao Yanyan held her lips, she tried to remember 

what Ye Chen had just said. 



"-_-" Ye Chen didn’t know what to do at this moment, it could be seen that Zhao Yanyan was currently 

taking revenge for what he had done earlier. 

Zhao Yanyan didn’t seem to remember what she had promised Ye Chen before. 

"Wife come on, don’t mess with me." Ye Chen said helplessly. 

"I completely forgot about it." Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen that she had already forgotten about it. 

Ye Chen was really disappointed, it seemed that Zhao Yanyan had forgotten about it. 

Ye Chen could only blame Xing Mei, if it wasn’t for Xing Mei who was clinging tightly to Ye Chen every 

night, Ye Chen would have already gotten his prize. 

"Puchi" Zhao Yanyan smiled when she saw Ye Chen’s disappointed face. 

Even though Zhao Yanyan just wanted to play around, she didn’t expect Ye Chen’s reaction to turn out 

like this. 

"Wife, you really dare to tease me, just watch out, I will punish you" Ye Chen immediately pounced on 

Zhao Yanyan who was nearby. 

Ye Chen immediately pushed Zhao Yanyan onto the bed, Ye Chen’s current position was on top while 

Zhao Yanyan was on the bottom, the position of the two was clearly ambiguous. 

"You are ready for the punishment." Ye Chen showed his fingers to Zhao Yanyan. 

Ye Chen intended to tickle Zhao Yanyan using his skillful fingers. 

"Ah. . ., no, it’s amused." Zhao Yanyan let out a laugh that was very pleasant to hear, the man listening 

to this would definitely feel very excited. 

Seeing Zhao Yanyan’s current reaction, Ye Chen continued to tickle Zhao Yanyan’s sensitive parts, 

naturally this would make Zhao Yanyan not dare to fight her anymore. 

"Husband please stop" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen to stop, she couldn’t stand the tickle that Ye Chen’s 

skillful fingers gave her. 

"So you still dare to fight your husband in the future?" Ye Chen whispered in Zhao Yanyan’s ear. 

"No, I won’t do that again, so please let me go." Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen to let go of herself. 

Seeing that Zhao Yanyan had completely given up, Ye Chen was finally willing to let Zhao Yanyan go. 

Ye Chen started to stop tickling Zhao Yanyan, now Ye Chen looked at Zhao Yanyan who was in front of 

him. 

Zhao Yanyan at this time also looked at Ye Chen, Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan’s eyes met each other. 

"Wife, so where is my present?" Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan who was in front of him. 

"Oh my, you really are impatient" Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen. 

"Of course, you know I’ve been waiting for this for a long time" Ye Chen said to Zhao Yanyan. 



"Then close your eyes" Zhao Yanyan told Ye Chen to close his eyes. 

" close eyes?" Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanayn. 

"Hurry up and do it" Zhao Yanyan told Ye Chen to close his eyes immediately. 

Ye Chen obediently closed his eyes, he was very curious what Zhao Yanyan would do. 

As soon as Ye Chen closed his eyes, Ye Chen suddenly felt a soft lips kiss his lips, without needing to 

open his eyes Ye Chen already knew that these were Zhao Yanyan Cherry lips. 

Seeing Zhao Yanyan take the initiative first, Ye Chen immediately responded to Zhao Yanyan’s kiss, the 

two of them starting a passionate mature kiss. 

Since both of them were very skilled, Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan both knew how to make each other 

happy, the two of them kissed very aggressively. 

. 
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After 10 minutes the two finally parted their lips. 

"Okay, that’s the gift." Zhao Yanyan told Ye Chen that she had already given the gift that Ye Chen 

wanted. 

"Just like that?" , Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan who was in front of him. 

"Yeah, that’s all, what do you expect?" Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen. 

"Of course I want you, my beautiful wife" Ye Chen stretched out his hand towards Zhao Yanyan’s 

pajamas, he started to touch Zhao Yanyan’s double peak which was now very well developed. 

Even now Ye Chen’s hand was already having trouble holding Zhao Yanyan’s double peak. 

"husband , You is really greedy, I already gave you the gift, why do you want more?" Zhao Yanyan 

complained to Ye Chen who was so greedy for what she gave. 

"I am greedy, it’s because my wife is very beautiful," said Ye Chen to Zhao Yanyan. 

Ye Chen really couldn’t stand Zhao Yanyan in this kind of clothes anymore, there was no way men would 

put up with Zhao Yanyan’s current appearance. 

Zhao Yanyan’s face turned red when she heard Ye Chen’s praise, Ye Chen’s sweet words were really very 

difficult to resist. 

"Dear wife, I want to ask you something." Ye Chen said that he wanted to ask Zhao Yanyan something. 

" What is that ?" Zhao Yanyan immediately wondered what Ye Chen wanted to ask. 

"Dear wife, has yours gotten bigger than last time, my hands can’t even hold it anymore?" whispered Ye 

Chen in Zhao Yanyan’s ear. 

Zhao Yanyan’s face actually turned red when she heard what Ye Chen just said. 



"Gezz, isn’t it your fault that you touch her so often?" Zhao Yanyan pouted at Ye Chen, it could be seen 

that Zhao Yanyan was annoyed with what Ye Chen had just said. 

"hehehe" Ye Chen chuckled when he saw Zhao Yanyan’s sullen face, this time he succeeded in seducing 

Zhao Yanyan. 

"Wife, I want you right now" Ye Chen immediately hugged Zhao Yanyan who was in front of him, he 

pushed Zhao Yanyan back onto the bed. 

"Um" Zhao Yanyan really didn’t put up a fight when Ye Chen did this to her, it seemed that Zhao Yanyan 

really accepted what Ye Chen had done. 

Seeing Zhao Yanyan agree so quickly, Ye Chen immediately started to enjoy Zhao Yanyan’s body, he 

started playing with Zhao Yanyan’s body vigorously. 

Zhao Yanyan very quickly let out a sweet moan that was very comfortable for Ye Chen to hear, it was 

clear that Zhao Yanyan had completely entered Ye Chen’s palm. 

Ye Chen didn’t take off the Pajamas that Zhao Yanyan was wearing, he preferred to see and enjoy Zhao 

Yanyan who was wrapped in Pajamas. 

"Yanyan, your night is really very tempting, are you deliberately using this to tease me?" Ye Chen 

whispered in Zhao Yanyan’s ear. 

Zhao Yanyan became very embarrassed when she heard what Ye Chen said, it seemed that Ye Chen had 

realized it. 

"Gezz, feel this" Zhao Yanyan pushed Ye Chen down on the bed, then climbed onto Ye Chen’s body. 

"Husband, tonight I will drain everything you have." With a seductive pose Zhao Yanyan said that she 

would drain Ye Chen Yang Qi. 

Chapter 946 - I Love You All 

"Really, then show me the strength you have, I want to see the abilities of my first wife", Ye Chen put his 

hands on his head, he told Zhao Yanyan to show her combat ability. 

It was quite rare for Zhao Yanyan to take an initiative like this, Ye Chen wanted to see what Zhao Yanyan 

would do, whether Zhao Yanyan would show her ability or not. 

"Just, I’ll show you the results of watch my practice over the past few months." Zhao Yanyan said with 

absolute confidence. 

Zhao Yanyan had practiced the Queen Heart Silk for a long time, so now that Zhao Yanyan’s abilities had 

grown further, now Zhao Yanyan wanted to try hers against Ye Chen. 

Zhao Yanyan didn’t know that Ye Chen already possessed a new technique that was stronger than the 

king’s heart, Ye Chen’s new technique might be very difficult for the Queen Heart Silk that was currently 

studying Zhao Yanyan. 

Zhao Yanyan waved her hand, when Zhao Yanyan did this, Ye Chen’s clothes disappeared instantly. 



Now Ye Chen is not wearing any clothes on his body, he is completely naked by Zhao Yanyan. 

Ye Chen didn’t look surprised at what Zhao Yanyan had just done, with Zhao Yanyan’s current cultivation 

already at the peak of the Divine Nascent Realm, it would be very easy for Zhao Yanyan to do this. 

Ye Chen was more curious about what Zhao Yanyan would do next, he wanted to see what Zhao Yanyan 

would do to him. 

Zhao Yanyan started to lower her head towards Ye Chen’s neck, she started to lick Ye Chen like a cat 

spoiling her master. 

Meanwhile Zhao Yanyan’s free hand started to hold Ye Chen’s large object which was already tensed up, 

Zhao Yanyan started to help Ye Chen’s hand. 

When Zhao Yanyan did this, Ye Chen felt a very comfortable feeling, he was quite enjoying what Zhao 

Yanyan was doing right now. 

Needless to say, Zhao Yanyan’s current abilities were getting more and more skilled, Zhao Yanyan really 

already knew how to pamper Ye Chen and make Ye Chen happy. 

Zhao Yanyan saw Ye Chen’s reaction, when Zhao Yanyan saw Ye Chen’s reaction that seemed to be 

enjoying this, Zhao Yanyan felt very happy, she was very satisfied to see Ye Chen enjoying what she was 

doing right now. 

Zhao Yanyan become increasingly confident with the abilities she had, Zhao Yanyan started trying 

various tricks that he learned during these months. 

Zhao Yanyan used her thighs to tease Ye Chen’s little brother. 

Ye Chen was quite surprised when he saw what Zhao Yanyan was doing, he didn’t expect that Zhao 

Yanyan would know this kind of trick. 

"How?, is this fun?" With a voice full of temptation Zhao Yanyan asked about Ye Chen’s current 

condition, Zhao Yanyan wanted to know how Ye Chen felt at this time. 

"Of course it’s convenient." Ye Chen said to Zhao Yanyan that it was very convenient. 

"Do you want more?" Zhao Yanyan whispered in Ye Chen’s ear. 

Tonight Zhao Yanyan was really very seductive, Ye Chen could hardly believe that this was the pure and 

innocent looking Zhao Yanyan. 

Zhao Yanyan tonight was very much like Vixen trying to suck out Ye Chen’s soul, she was too tempting. 

"Of course" Ye Chen nodded to Zhao Yanyan, he wanted to see all the new skills that Zhao Yanyan had. 

Zhao Yanyan smiled hearing this, she started to use all kinds of tricks to beat Ye Chen. 

Zhao Yanyan’s hands at this time even started to play on Ye Chen’s ball sack, she really played this like 

her favorite toy. 

Ye Chen was really made very comfortable by Zhao Yanyan, Zhao Yanyan had lots of tricks to make Ye 

Chen happy. 



While Ye Chen was enjoying Zhao Yanyan’s skillful hands, Ye Chen felt his thing being squeezed by 

something soft, when Ye Chen looked down, himself to see Zhao Yanyan giving him Sandwich service. 

Since Zhao Yanyan’s dual peaks had already grown, now that Zhao Yanyan could provide this kind of 

service to Ye Chen, it was obvious that the old Zhao Yanyan couldn’t do this, only women of above 

average size could do this. 

"fufufu, husband, get ready." This would be a lot of fun, with a smile full of flowers, Zhao Yanyan said 

that she would start right away. 

Sure enough Zhao Yanyan started to serve Ye Chen, Ye Chen felt a very pleasant feeling from what Zhao 

Yanyan was doing at this time. 

Even Ye Chen started to let out a slight moan of pleasure at what Zhao Yanyan was doing right now. 

Zhao Yanyan didn’t stop there, she started to use her Cherry lips to swallow the large object that was 

stuck in the abyss of hers. 

Zhao Yanyan began to provide highly skilled mouth service once, Zhao Yanyan’s combined attack 

certainly became a threat to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen didn’t expect Zhao Yanyan’s skills to be this extraordinary, Zhao Yanyan was really like a 

succubus wanting her soul. 

10 minutes quickly passed, Zhao Yanyan continued to enjoy herself as she indulged Ye Chen’s younger 

brother using her skills. 

Ye Chen’s younger brother really melted, it could be seen that Ye Chen’s younger brother was already 

unable to defend against Zhao Yanyan’s barrage of attacks. 

Ye Chen felt that he would soon reach his limit, it seemed he couldn’t hold it in any longer. 

Zhao Yanyan saw the changes experienced by Ye Chen, seeing this Zhao Yanyan immediately stopped 

her actions. 

Ye Chen who was on the edge of happiness immediately felt lost, Ye Chen looked at Zhao Yanyan, he 

wondered why Zhao Yanyan even stopped at such a critical moment. 

"Yanyan why did you stop?" Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan who was in front of him. 

Zhao Yanyan gave Ye Chen a triumphant smile, she managed to seduce Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen "-_-". 

Ye Chen knew what was going on now, Zhao Yanyan was teasing him. 

Ye Chen didn’t know where Zhao Yanyan learned this kind of trick, this kind of trick was really very 

uncomfortable for Ye Chen who previously wanted to vent. 

Ye Chen woke up like a tiger, and went to pounce on Zhao Yanyan who was in front of him. 

"A naughty wife should be punished for daring to seduce her husband." Ye Chen said that he would 

punish what Zhao Yanyan did before. 



Zhao Yanyan really made Ye Chen feel very uncomfortable. 

"No, someone help me, I will be raped" Zhao Yanyan shouted in a not too loud voice. 

"Scream to your heart’s content, tonight I won’t let you rest" Ye Chen said to Zhao Yanyan who was 

below him. 

Ye Chen really enjoyed doing things like this with Zhao Yanyan, it could be seen that Zhao Yanyan was 

inviting Ye Chen to play the flower thief game. 

Ye Chen immediately took off the pajamas that Zhao Yanyan was wearing, now Zhao Yanyan’s perfect 

body appeared before his eyes. 

Ye Chen’s huge object became bigger and bigger when he saw the beauty that was presented in front of 

him, Ye Chen couldn’t wait to taste Zhao Yanyan’s taste. 

"Ah no, please stop, spare me." Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen to spare herself. 

Zhao Yanyan’s acting really looked very natural, this made Ye Chen feel very happy. 

In the past, Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan used to play various games such as nurses, teachers, maids, 

secretaries and various kinds of games that could increase passion, so it was not surprising that Ye Chen 

was used to Zhao Yanyan’s acting. 

"Never mind, give up now, I will make you completely mine, look at this you will definitely like this" Ye 

Chen showed the prowess of his weapon in front of Zhao Yanyan. 

Zhao Yanyan gulped when she saw Ye Chen’s majestic and massive weapon. 

"Wait, why does it look bigger than last time?" Zhao Yanyan felt that Ye Chen’s property became bigger 

and stronger over time, Zhao Yanyan did not expect that Ye Chen’s could still grow. 

If it continues like this, Zhao Yanyan’s body and mind will be completely overpowered by Ye Chen. 

"Then please slow down, I’m still pure." Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen to take it slow. 

"Leave it to me" Ye Chen looked overjoyed, the huge weapon started to break through Zhao Yanyan’s 

narrow gate like a virgin. 

"Ah. . "Zhao Yanyan groaned loudly as Ye Chen’s weapon drilled into her flower core. 

As expected, Ye Chen’s thing became bigger and bigger, it was extremely difficult for Zhao Yanyan to 

resist an invasion of this magnitude. 

Ye Chen actually completely entered, after entering, Ye Chen immediately moved very quickly and was 

full of energy. 

"Ahhh. . ." Zhao Yanyan’s mind went blank when Ye Chen started his actions, it could be seen that this 

pleasure made Zhao Yanyan reach the seventh heaven. 

This time Ye Chen was very aggressive, it could be seen that Ye Chen was really very excited to do Zhao 

Yanyan. 



Zhao Yanyan was rendered helpless by Ye Chen’s abilities, even the Queen Heart Silk cultivated by Zhao 

Yanyan couldn’t help much when compared to the Passion Goddess technique. 

This pleasure was far more extraordinary than Zhao Yanyan had ever felt, Zhao Yanyan truly felt a 

pleasure that could no longer be put into words. 

At this rate, Zhao Yanyan will definitely be defeated by Ye Chen sooner or later, Ye Chen’s ability is much 

stronger than Zhao Yanyan thought. 

The current Zhao Yanyan looked like a ship that had been hit by an extremely violent wave, she was 

completely rendered helpless by Ye Chen’s overly terrifying abilities. 

Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan decided to try out lots of different positions, both enjoying the Dual 

Cultivation Session they had together. 

Time passed, after a few hours, Ye Chen finally wanted to let Zhao Yanyan go, Ye Chen took out his 

burden on Zhao Yanyan. 

Zhao Yanyan accepted Ye Chen’s Yang Qi essence gracefully, Zhao Yanyan started cultivating the Yang Qi 

that she got from Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen lay on the bed, for some reason he was very excited today when he fought Zhao Yanyan. 

He thought that Zhao Yanyan was very beautiful and seductive tonight, this charm was very difficult for 

Ye Chen to resist. 

"Slurp. . ." While Ye Chen was resting, he felt a very pleasant warm feeling, it could be seen that Zhao 

Yanyan was currently cleaning up the remnants of Yang Qi that remained inside. 

"Wife, you are really very seductive today" Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan that today Zhao Yanyan was very 

seductive. 

"This is the gift I promised you, don’t you like it?" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen. 

"Of course I like it, I want to do this until morning" Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan that he would do this until 

morning with him. 

"Husband, you better prepare yourself, soon you might be overwhelmed" Zhao Yanyan told Ye Chen to 

prepare himself. 

"Do you want to start the next round?" Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan. 

"Fufufu, of course, but this time let’s change the location, I want to do it inside the fairy gate" Zhao 

Yanyan wanted to change the location of the battle between the two of them, Zhao Yanyan wanted to 

do it in the special Dual Cultivation room inside the fairy gate. 

"Alright, let’s go now." Ye Chen carried Zhao Yanyan’s body, he immediately carried Zhao Yanyan into 

the fairy gate. 

After entering the fairy gate, Ye Chen immediately rushed to the Dual Cultivation room. 



Ye Chen immediately opened the entrance to the Dual Cultivation room, Ye Chen immediately stopped 

in place when he looked inside. 

In this Dual Cultivation room, it turns out that there are already dozens of beautiful women who are all 

wearing very sexy pajamas. 

Liu Yue, Su Mengxin, Fu Lanling, Qing Cheng, Mu Lanyin, Lin Rouxi, Xiao Lulu, Su Yuya, Cheng Mengyan, 

Feng Xue, Nanhua Caiyi, Zhang Shiyun, Xue Suyin, Ye Xiu, Nangong Xiang, Li Qingzu and the woman from 

Frozen Ice Sects are all in the same place. 

Ye Chen didn’t know what was going on here, why were all the women gathered in the same room like 

this. 

"Yanyan, why are you taking so long?, We have been waiting here for a long time" Lin Rouxi complained 

to Zhao Yanyan who had been outside with Ye Chen for too long, as a result, everyone waited for quite a 

long time in this place. 

Zhao Yanyan got off Ye Chen’s body, Zhao Yanyan went over to everyone in this place. 

"Big sister Rouxi, everyone, I’m sorry I seem to have been carried away" Zhao Yanyan told Everyone that 

she was carried away by Ye Chen’s abilities. 

As a result, Zhao Yanyan had to fight a round with Ye Chen before heading to this room. 

Everyone felt helpless when they heard what Zhao Yanyan had just said, apparently this was the reason 

why Zhao Yanyan had been outside for so long. 

It turned out that Zhao Yanyan had tasted Ye Chen before them, even though everyone had agreed to 

do it together, unexpectedly Zhao Yanyan would actually take the first start. 

"That, what’s in here?" Ye Chen immediately asked about what happened in this place, why everyone 

was gathered in the same room. 

Zhao Yanyan turned towards Ye Chen, she was going to tell Ye Chen what happened. 

"Husband, this is actually a secret surprise that we have prepared for you." Zhao Yanyan told Ye Chen 

what had happened. 

It turned out that this was a special surprise that Zhao Yanyan and the others wanted to give before Ye 

Chen left for the God Realm. 

"Why are you doing this?" Ye Chen immediately asked why everyone was doing something like this. 

"Husband, maybe we won’t see each other often, so for tonight onwards we will be with you" Zhao 

Yanyan told them the reason for doing this. 

If Ye Chen went to the God Realm, then they would probably all see each other less often, so there was 

no harm in them doing something like this. 

Ye Chen was happy with what all his wives were doing, he would make happy memories with everyone. 



"I love you all " Ye Chen immediately went towards Zhao Yanyan Liu Yue, Su Mengxin, Fu Lanling, Qing 

Cheng, Mu Lanyin, Lin Rouxi, Xiao Lulu, Su Yuya, Cheng Mengyan, Feng Xue, Nanhua Caiyi, Zhang Shiyun, 

Xue Suyin, Ye Xiu, Nangong Xiang, Li Qingzu and the women from the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Ye Chen and all the women started a battle in this room, this battle will definitely last a very long time, 

Ye Chen alone against dozens of women at once, who do you think will win this battle later?. 

all kinds of pleasant female voices could be heard in this room, even fools knew what they were doing in 

the room. 

Chapter 947 - Giving Gifts To Xia Qingyu 

Currently in the Dual Cultivation Room, after a long battle that lasted for more than 10 days, the Dual 

Cultivation Room looked disheveled, it could be seen that this place was completely chaotic because of 

the Dual Cultivation that everyone practiced. 

Ye Chen started to open his eyes, Ye Chen started to look around this place, when Ye Chen looked 

around this place, Ye Chen found that all the women were sleeping around him. 

The appearance of all the women looked disheveled, it could be seen that they were extremely 

exhausted against Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen started to remember the madness he had with all his wives. 

The thing that Ye Chen and all the women were doing was really really crazy, they kept doing it without 

letting Ye Chen stop. 

Fortunately, Ye Chen’s stamina was strong, otherwise Ye Chen would really be sucked dry by his own 

wife. 

"Aaahhh" Ye Chen started to stretch his muscles, he felt quite refreshed today, maybe this was because 

the Yang Qi in Ye Chen’s body was sucked out by all his wives. 

Ye Chen started to get up from the super big bed, he looked for a change of clothes and left this place. 

Ye Chen didn’t want to wake up his exhausted wives. 

After leaving the Dual Cultivation Room, Ye Chen immediately left the fairy gate, he still hadn’t prepared 

everything he needed to go to the God Realm. 

As soon as Ye Chen left, Zhao Yanyan and several women started to open their eyes, Zhao Yanyan and 

several women had already woken up, they deliberately didn’t greet Ye Chen for fear that Ye Chen’s 

libido would flare up again. 

Zhao Yanyan and all the women were completely exhausted when dealing with Ye Chen’s abilities, they 

all really had a hard time dealing with Ye Chen even when they were all gathered together like this. 

Ye Chen’s ability in that field is getting stronger and stronger, this is quite troublesome for all women. 

Zhao Yanyan started to wake up all the women, she invited them to go and clean themselves in the bath 

that was inside the fairy gate. 



Due to the effects of Dual Cultivation, some women still felt mentally exhausted, therefore some had to 

help each other to go to the bathhouse. 

. 
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After Ye Chen came out of the fairy gate, Ye Chen immediately cleaned himself up, after that Ye Chen 

went outside to look for some things he needed, Ye Chen needed some things for himself. 

When Ye Chen wanted to go out, he found that in the living room there was Mu Xueying reading a book. 

Mu Xueying had been waiting for Ye Chen for a long time, this whole time Mu Xueying had been waiting 

for Ye Chen to come out of the fairy gate. 

That was why Mu Xueying decided to do as many boring things as she could. 

Mu Xueying’s cultivation was already very high, so cultivating on earth was useless for Mu Xueying, it 

would be a waste of Mu Xueying’s time. 

"So you’re out, are you enjoying what you’ve been doing for the past few days?" Mu Xueying asked Ye 

Chen who finally came out from inside the fairy gate. 

After long wait, Ye Chen finally came out. 

"Hehehe, I’m sorry, I have some important business." Ye Chen apologized to Mu Xueying, he was 

embarrassed by what Mu Xueying had just asked. 

"Forget it, you better get ready, tomorrow we will go to God Realm" Mu Xueying told Ye Chen to 

prepare everything before they went to God Realm. 

"Okay, I’ll do it" Ye Chen nodded, he would start preparing everything. 

"Very good." Mu Xueying closed the book she was reading, she got up from the sofa and went upstairs. 

When Mu Xueying left did not say a word to Ye Chen, today Mu Xueying looked very indifferent. 

Ye Chen didn’t know what happened, why Mu Xueying’s situation was so indifferent, could it be that Ye 

Chen did something wrong so that Mu Xueying was annoyed with him. 

"Forget it, I’m going to buy some important things that I might need when I’m in the God Realm." Ye 

Chen intended to buy some things that might come in handy while he was in the God Realm. 

Ye Chen came out of his villa, he immediately went to the shopping center. 

When Ye Chen went to the shopping center, Ye Chen saw that there were a lot of people who were 

rebuilding their houses, while there were a few more who were currently practicing cultivation, they 

were new people entering the cultivation world. 

The scenery on earth had truly changed greatly, now the era of cultivators had begun again on modern 

earth. 



Ye Chen immediately went to the shopping center, it just so happened that some parts of the shopping 

center were currently being renovated and strengthened to withstand all kinds of attacks and natural 

disasters. 

Ye Chen went to buy various necessities that he needed, Ye Chen bought various kinds of luxurious 

furniture and stored them inside the fairy gate. 

No one knows what Ye Chen is thinking at this moment, why he buys various kinds of luxurious furniture 

like this, no one knows Ye Chen’s intentions and goals at this time. 

After buying everything he needed, Ye Chen finally decided to go to Xia Qingyu’s house, Ye Chen would 

tell Xia Qingyu that he was going to the God Realm. 

Although still not fully his woman, Xia Qingyu is still his fiancée, Ye Chen must still tell Xia Qingyu this 

important matter. 

Ye Chen quickly arrived in front of the Xia family home, it just so happened that the Xia family home 

looked intact and undamaged. 

Mei Yueli had been living in this place all this time, so it wasn’t strange that Xia’s exit house was safe 

from attacks by irresponsible people. 

Ye Chen was looking for Xia Qingyu’s whereabouts, it just so happened that Xia Qingyu was currently in 

the backyard and was training together with Mei Yueli. 

Seeing Xia Qingyu and Mei Yueli in the backyard, Ye Chen immediately walked over to the two. 

"Ye Chen" Xia Qingyu and Mei Yueli were surprised by Ye Chen’s sudden arrival like this. 

"Am I disturbing you?" Ye Chen asked Xia Qingyu and Mei Yueli. 

"No, we’re not bothered." Xia Qingyu told Ye Chen that she wasn’t bothered by Ye Chen’s arrival. 

"That’s great, then I want to give you something" Ye Chen said to Xia Qingyu that he wanted to give 

something. 

"What is it?" Xia Qingyu asked Ye Chen, Xia Qingyu was curious about what Ye Chen wanted to give her. 

Ye Chen knelt in front of Xia Qingyu, himself taking out a jewelry box. 

Ye Chen opened and showed the contents of the box inside the jewelry box, when Ye Chen opened the 

jewelry box, a very beautiful ring was presented right in front of Xia Qingyu’s eyes. 

Xia Qingyu’s eyes immediately lit up when she saw this exquisite ring, she really really liked the ring in 

the jewelry box that Ye Chen was holding. 

"Qingyu, this is a gift for my beautiful fiancée" Ye Chen told Xia Qingyu that he had given her a present. 

Xia Qingyu was speechless when she heard what Ye Chen had just said, Xia Qingyu didn’t expect to give 

her such a Heavenly Goddess Diamond ring. 

This ring was made of Heavenly Goddess Diamond, it was not strange that Xia Qingyu would react like 

this when Ye Chen gave her something like this. 



Chapter 948 - Refusal From Xia Qingyu 

"Ye Chen is this for me?" Xia Qingyu asked Ye Chen. 

"Of course, this is the gift I promised before." Ye Chen told Xia Qingyu that this was the gift he had 

promised before. 

Ye Chen kept his promise to make a piece of jewelry for Xia Qingyu, and now it was time for Ye Chen to 

give Xia Qingyu’s Heavenly Goddess Diamond jewelry. 

"Qingyu quickly reach out your hand" Ye Chen told Xia Qingyu to immediately extend her finger. 

Xia Qingyu started to extend her finger towards Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen held Xia Qingyu’s finger, he started to put this ring on Xia Qingyu’s hand. 

With gentle movements, Ye Chen began to place the Heavenly Goddess Diamond ring on Xia Qingyu’s 

finger. 

The Heavenly Goddess Diamond ring fit perfectly on Xia Qingyu’s finger. 

Xia Qingyu looked at the ring on her finger, she liked the ring Ye Chen gave her. 

On the other side, Mei Yueli looked dissatisfied when she saw Ye Chen’s romance, she hated the man 

who had taken Senior Sister’s property first. 

Mei Yueli was still dissatisfied with what Ye Chen had done to Mu Xueying, plus now that Ye Chen was 

trying to get to Xia Qingyu, this man was truly the enemy of women. 

If it wasn’t exterminated soon, there would probably be a lot of women who fell victim to Ye Chen. 

Too bad Mei Yueli couldn’t do anything to Ye Chen, this man had a relationship with Senior Sister and 

best friend Xia Qingyu, so Mei Yueli couldn’t do anything to Ye Chen for the time being. 

Ye Chen was really overjoyed when he saw the current Xia Qingyu, Xia Qingyu looked happy with his gift. 

"Ye Chen, why are you suddenly giving me this?" Xia Qingyu asked why Ye Chen suddenly gave this to 

her. 

"That’s what I want to tell you." Ye Chen said that he wanted to tell Xia Qingyu something. 

" What is that ?" Xia Qingyu asked Ye Chen, Xia Qingyu wanted to know what Ye Chen wanted to tell her. 

"Tomorrow I will go to God Realm and train there", Ye Chen started to tell Xia Qingyu that he was going 

to God Realm. 

"Oh. . ." Xia Qingyu’s reaction looked very ordinary when she heard this from Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen didn’t expect Xia Qingyu’s reaction to be so casual when she heard this, Ye Chen thought Xia 

Qingyu would be sad when she heard this. 

"Why does your reaction look so ordinary?" Ye Chen asked Xia Qingyu. 



"What kind of reaction should I really have?, You’re going to train, so I can’t possibly stop you" Xia 

Qingyu said to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was speechless when he heard what Xia Qingyu had just said, everything Xia Qingyu said was 

true, Xia Qingyu couldn’t stop Ye Chen from leaving. 

"Then may I ask you something before leaving?" Ye Chen started to approach Xia Qingyu, he was now 

quite close to Xia Qingyu. 

" What do you want ?" Xia Qingyu asked Ye Chen. 

"I want a farewell kiss." Ye Chen whispered in Xia Qingyu’s ear, telling Xia Qingyu what he wanted. 

"No I won’t do it" With a cold tone and face, Xia Qingyu told Ye Chen that she would not do that. 

"Huh?" Ye Chen couldn’t believe that Xia Qingyu had rejected him, Xia Qingyu had returned to being a 

cold woman towards him. 

Xia Qingyu had her own reasons for refusing Ye Chen’s request. 

Xia Qingyu couldn’t give Ye Chen what he wanted too often, it would make Ye Chen act as he pleased. 

"Come on Qingyu?" Ye Chen whined like a child asking Xia Qingyu for candy. 

"I won’t let you do that." Xia Qingyu refused, she didn’t like Ye Chen to talk about intimate matters like 

this in front of other women like Mei Yueli. 

Xia Qingyu had to keep her face in front of Mei Yueli, she shouldn’t be too intimate with Ye Chen when 

Mei Yueli was around. 

"Come on just one time" Ye Chen didn’t give up, he still insisted on asking Xia Qingyu for it. 

Ye Chen didn’t know when he would meet Xia Qingyu again, so there was no harm in Ye Chen asking Xia 

Qingyu for a kiss. 

"You didn’t hear that Qingyu rejected you, quickly get out of here, we are training" Mei Yueli 

immediately kicked Ye Chen out of this place, Mei Yueli couldn’t stand the pervert who often bullied this 

woman 

"What’s your business here, I’m talking to my fianceé" Ye Chen said to Mei Yueli. 

Ye Chen and Mei Yueli really didn’t get along, lately these two were always fighting when the two of 

them met. 

"I am her friend, so I have the right to interfere in this matter" Mei Yueli said to Ye Chen. 

Mei Yueli didn’t want to lose to Ye Chen, she had to win against this man. 

Ye Chen and Mei Yueli glared at each other, it seemed that the two of them were flashing hostility 

towards each other. 

Because Ye Chen’s cultivation was already quite high, Ye Chen was no longer afraid of Mei Yueli, he was 

very confident in his abilities. 



Meanwhile, on the other side, Mei Yueli is also very confident in her abilities, she is not afraid when it 

comes to fighting Ye Chen. 

"You two go ahead" Xia Qingyu immediately stopped Ye Chen and Mei Yueli from fighting, Xia Qingyu 

didn’t like it when her two closest people fought like this. 

"Hemp" Ye Chen and Mei Yueli sniffed coldly, both of them stopped glaring when Xia Qingyu intervened. 

Xia Qingyu was completely helpless when she saw this, Mei Yueli and Ye Chen looked like cat and 

mouse, the two of them constantly bickering over trivial matters. 

Ye Chen again persuaded Xia Qingyu to do it with him. 

Unfortunately Xia Qingyu stayed on her stance, Xia Qingyu didn’t want to give it to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen could only be disappointed when he saw Xia Qingyu’s refusal, it seemed that today Ye Chen 

could not ask Xia Qingyu for that. 

Mei Yueli smiled when she saw Xia Qingyu reject Ye Chen, Mei Yueli was completely satisfied with what 

Ye Chen had done. 

"Get out of the way, we will start our training again" Mei Yueli told Ye Chen to step aside, Mei Yueli and 

Xia Qingyu would resume their practice. 

"Hempp" Ye Chen was dissatisfied when he heard what Mei Yueli said, maybe the last lesson still didn’t 

bother Mei Yueli. 

Maybe Ye Chen should find the right time to teach Mei Yueli a lesson, next time Ye Chen will definitely 

make Mei Yueli regret it. 

Ye Chen went to the side, he started to see the training Xia Qingyu and Mei Yueli were doing. 

Xia Qingyu and Mei Yueli were currently doing a light spar, it could be seen that Mei Yueli was practicing 

Xia Qingyu’s fighting technique. 

Ye Chen carefully looked at Xia Qingyu’s battle, Xia Qingyu was currently cultivating an Ice Cultivation 

technique that was almost similar to Mu Xueying’s, it seemed that Mei Yueli gave a similar technique to 

Xia Qingyu. 

Since Xia Qingyu’s temperament was quite cold, it would not be strange for Mei Yueli to impart an Ice 

cultivation technique like this, an Ice Cultivation technique was indeed suitable for women with a cold 

temper. 

Chapter 949 - Xia Qingyu's Hidden Plan 

Ye Chen couldn’t help but wait for Xia Qingyu and Mei Yueli to finish training, Ye Chen waited quite 

patiently. 

Ye Chen’s reason for waiting was very simple, Ye Chen felt happy when he saw the fighting moves made 

by Mei Yueli and Xia Qingyu, he thought that the movements of the two were very beautiful. 

So Ye Chen didn’t get tired of seeing this, instead he enjoyed this beautiful sight. 



Mei Yueli was a little annoyed by Ye Chen’s gaze, but the current Mei Yueli didn’t have a reason to 

attack Ye Chen. 

Time flew by quickly, the two of them finally finished their training, Xia Qingyu looked exhausted after 

practicing together with Mei Yueli for these few hours. 

"Qingyu, you rest first, I will go inside first." Mei Yueli told Xia Qingyu to rest first, while she would go 

inside first. 

"Okay, I understand." Xia Qingyu nodded to Mei Yueli. 

Mei Yueli left this place, She entering the Xia exit residence. 

Finally, now that Xia Qingyu and Ye Chen were alone, now no one would bother Ye Chen and Xia Qingyu 

anymore. 

Ye Chen immediately made the most of this opportunity, he immediately went to Xia Qingyu’s side and 

hugged Xia Qingyu from behind. 

Xia Qingyu was quite surprised when she saw what Ye Chen was doing, she didn’t expect that Ye Chen 

would hug her from behind. 

"Ye Chen, don’t be like that, let me go." Xia Qingyu told Ye Chen to let go of herself. 

"Come on Qingyu, why are you acting like this, I just want to hug my beautiful fiancée" Ye Chen told Xia 

Qingyu what he wanted. 

Xia Qingyu couldn’t do much in a situation like this, without Mei Yueli around, Xia Qingyu felt that she 

had no resistance against Ye Chen. 

It was quite difficult to resist what Ye Chen was doing right now, what Ye Chen was doing felt very 

comfortable for Xia Qingyu. 

"Qingyu, may I ask that?" Ye Chen whispered in Xia Qingyu’s ear, Ye Chen looked back asking what he 

had not previously received from Xia Qingyu. 

Xia Qingyu looked in such a predicament, she didn’t know whether to reject Ye Chen again or not. 

If Xia Qingyu continued to reject Ye Chen, it was certain that Ye Chen would be angry with him, 

therefore this was a difficult decision for Xia Qingyu. 

"Okay, but just for a little while." Xia Qingyu told Ye Chen that she was going to do this for a while. 

"Thank you dear Qingyu" Ye Chen was very happy when he heard what Xia Qingyu had just said, 

Ye Chen didn’t waste any more time, he was afraid that Xia Qingyu would go back on her words. 

Ye Chen immediately kissed Xia Qingyu who was in front of him, Xia Qingyu could only close her eyes 

and accept kiss From Ye Chen . 

No matter how many times Xia Qingyu tried this, Xia Qingyu felt that it was really very pleasant, Xia 

Qingyu felt very fond of this kind of feeling. 



Unfortunately with Xia Qingyu’s character, she couldn’t express this in front of Ye Chen, Xia Qingyu was 

afraid that Ye Chen would think badly of her. 

Xia Qingyu started to sink into this kiss, she really enjoyed Ye Chen’s kiss with all her heart. 

Ye Chen and Xia Qingyu kissed for approximately 15 minutes, after both of them gasped for air, they 

finally parted ways. 

"Ye Chen didn’t I just tell you for a moment?" Xia Qingyu was annoyed that Ye Chen had kissed her for 

such a long time. 

"hehe, just now dear Qingyu didn’t fight back and enjoy it, how can I be willing to let it go" Ye Chen 

chuckled at Xia Qingyu. 

Xia Qingyu’s face was slightly red, it could be seen that Ye Chen’s words had embarrassed Xia Qingyu. 

Xia Qingyu couldn’t deny that she just enjoyed what she was doing with Ye Chen. 

"Hempp" Xia Qingyu turned her face to the side, she quickly recovered her cold temper, this was done 

by Xia Qingyu to overcome her shyness. 

"Qingyu, I have to go now." Ye Chen said to Xia Qingyu that he had to leave right now. 

"Go." Xia Qingyu told Ye Chen to leave immediately. 

Ye Chen was helpless, Xia Qingyu really looked annoyed at him for what just now. 

Ye Chen left Xia Qingyu, he flew towards the villa. 

Xia Qingyu only saw Ye Chen’s departure, after Ye Chen left, she was finally able to calm down one’s 

heart. 

" he has go ?" some time after Mei Yueli came and approached Xia Qingyu. 

"Yes, Ye Chen is go." Xia Qingyu said to Mei Yueli that Ye Chen had left. 

"Qingyu, why are you pampering him like that, didn’t I tell you not to spoil Ye Chen too much?" Mei 

Yueli started to question Xia Qingyu, she was dissatisfied when she saw Xia Qingyu spoil Ye Chen like 

that. 

"I’m sorry, it’s quite difficult for me to do something like that" Xia Qingyu told Mei Yueli that she had a 

hard time resisting Ye Chen, Ye Chen was too difficult for Xia Qingyu to refuse. 

"Hufff" Mei Yueli couldn’t help but sigh when she heard this, Ye Chen is really very difficult to deal with 

Ye Chen, that man is truly the natural enemy of women in this world. 

"Have you told him about the matter?" Mei Yueli asked if Xia Qingyu had told Ye Chen the matter. 

"No, I haven’t told him about the matter, I intend to give it as a surprise." Xia Qingyu hadn’t told Ye Chen 

the matter, she wanted to give Ye Chen a surprise. 

Mei Yueli nodded to Xia Qingyu, Mei Yueli was glad that Xia Qingyu had not told Ye Chen that. 



"Qingyu you better prepare everything, I hope you don’t regret this decision" Mei Yueli told Xia Qingyu 

to prepare everything, Mei Yueli hoped that Xia Qingyu would not regret the decision she made. 

"Okay, I understand." Xia Qingyu nodded, she wasn’t going to get ready. 

Xia Qingyu had made up her mind, she would not regret the decision she was currently making. 

Xia Qingyu entered the house, she prepared everything she needed for tomorrow. 

Mei Yueli looked at the direction Ye Chen left, there were many things on her mind. 

"Why does Senior Sister want to bring this man to the Sect, what is Senior Sister really thinking?" Mei 

Yueli started to wonder what Mu Xueying was thinking, why did Mu Xueying bring Ye Chen to Nine 

Immortals Peak Sect, this is still a question in the community. thoughts of Mei Yueli. 

"Forget it" Mei Yueli decided to forget about this matter, she didn’t want to think about it too much. 

On the contrary, Mei Yueli felt happy because tomorrow she would leave this place and return to the 

God Realm, Mei Yueli had been in this place for a long time, she wanted to immediately return and train 

at her peak. 

After defeated from Hun Chao, Mei Yueli felt that her battle experience was still very low, Mei Yueli 

intended to correct her shortcomings. 

It’s useless that Mei Yueli has high cultivation but her battle experience is very low, this makes Mei Yueli 

lose in the battle. 

On this trip Mei Yueli learned a lot of things, from now on she shouldn’t be lazy like she used to, Mei 

Yueli will try to change. 

Mei Yueli decided to follow Xia Qingyu into the house. 

Chapter 950 - Ye Chen Proposed To All Women 

Ye Chen immediately returned to the villa, he immediately searched for the whereabouts of all the 

women. 

Before Ye Chen left, Ye Chen wanted to give something to everyone, he wanted to give the Heavenly 

Heavenly Goddess Diamond to all his wives. 

So far, Ye Chen has not had time to give the Heavenly Heavenly Goddess to everyone, this is probably 

the most appropriate time for Ye Chen to give the Heavenly Heavenly Goddess to all the beloved women 

he has. 

Ye Chen had made countless beautiful and luxurious jewels from the Heavenly Heavenly Goddess, this 

should be enough for all the women he currently owns. 

Ye Chen immediately called Zhao Yanyan, Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan to gather all the women right now. 

Zhao Yanyan didn’t know what Ye Chen wanted, Zhao Yanyan was very obedient and call all the sisters 

here. 

Very quickly all the women gathered in front of Ye Chen, all of them looking beautiful and dazzling. 



All of the women had just finished their bath, it wasn’t strange that their appearance looked beautiful 

and dazzling, they now looked very beautiful like a goddess. 

"Husband, why are you calling us all like this?" Su Mengxin asked why Ye Chen suddenly calls them to 

this place. 

Everyone wanted to know why Ye Chen had gathered them again, whether Ye Chen wanted to do 

something like last night again, if that was true then the women might not be able to stand it anymore. 

"I gathered you guys to give you something" Ye Chen said that he wanted to give something to all the 

women. 

All the women were immediately curious about what Ye Chen would give them, one by one the women 

began to guess what Ye Chen would give them. 

Ye Chen walked towards Zhao Yanyan and the others, First Ye Chen walked towards Zhao Yanyan. 

Ye Chen started to hold Zhao Yanyan’s hand, After that Ye Chen took out a ring that looked very 

beautiful. 

Ye Chen started to put the ring on Zhao Yanyan’s finger. 

Zhao Yanyan was quite surprised when she saw Ye Chen suddenly give herself a very beautiful ring, Zhao 

Yanyan looked straight at Ye Chen. 

"Yanyan, thank you very much for accepting me as I am, I am very grateful to you" Ye Chen thanked 

Zhao Yanyan for accepting him as he was. 

Without Zhao Yanyan perhaps the current Ye Chen wouldn’t be able to create his own harem. 

"You’re welcome" Zhao Yanyan smiled beautifully, she seemed very pleased with Ye Chen’s words just 

now. 

After pairing the Ring for Zhao Yanyan, Ye Chen immediately went to Liu Yue. 

Just like what Ye Chen did to Zhao Yanyan, Ye Chen put a beautiful ring on Liu Yue finger. 

Ye Chen didn’t forget to say a few words to Liu Yue who had helped Ye Chen up until now. 

Liu Yue also gave Ye Chen a very beautiful smile, she was very happy with Ye Chen’s gift. 

Ye Chen proceeded to head over to Su Mengxin, Fu Lanling, Lin Rouxi, Mu Lanyin, Qing Cheng, Xiao Lulu, 

Cheng Mengyan, Nanhua Caiyi, Feng Xue, Zhang Shiyun, Xue Suyin, Ye Xiu, Li Qingzu, Nangong Xiang and 

his lady another. 

Ye Chen gave all these jewels as proof that they were already his wife. 

All the women were very happy to get this from Ye Chen, this could be proof that they were already Ye 

Chen’s wife. 

"Husband, you actually proposed to all of us at the same time?" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen. 

It was obvious what Ye Chen was doing right now was like a proposal to them. 



"Yes, do you want to accept it and be my wife?" Ye Chen said to all the women. 

All the women smiled when they heard what Ye Chen had just said. 

"Yes, we accept it" All the women very unanimously accepted Ye Chen’s proposal, there was no way 

they would reject Ye Chen’s proposal. 

They had all been waiting for this for a very long time, finally they were all proposed in person by Ye 

Chen. 

Ye Chen was very happy when he heard the answers given by Zhao Yanyan, Liu Yue Su Mengxin, Fu 

Lanling, Lin Rouxi, Mu Lanyin, Qing Cheng, Xiao Lulu, Cheng Mengyan, Nanhua Caiyi, Feng Xue, Zhang 

Shiyun, Xue Suyin, Ye Xiu , Li Qingzu , Nangong Xiang and the others. 

All of them really accepted his proposal that he submitted. 

All the women went to surround Ye Chen, they gathered and hugged Ye Chen. 

One man was surrounded by dozens of beautiful women who looked like goddesses, what would other 

people think if they saw this scene. 

Ye Chen tried to embrace all his wives, unfortunately Ye Chen’s hands were limited so he couldn’t hug all 

of his wives. 

Ye Chen started to spend the whole day with all his wives, Ye Chen didn’t do anything too excessive like 

yesterday, he just accompanied all his wives without looking for any profit from all his wives. 

This is a very historic day for Ye Chen, Ye Chen will remember this in his memory, today Ye Chen actually 

proposed to dozens of women at the same time and was accepted without any refusal, this is a very 

amazing thing that is not just anyone. men can do it. 

. 

. 

The next day very quickly came,Zhao Yanyan, Liu Yue Su Mengxin, Fu Lanling, Lin Rouxi, Mu Lanyin, Qing 

Cheng, Xiao Lulu, Cheng Mengyan, Nanhua Caiyi, Feng Xue, Zhang Shiyun, Xue Suyin, Ye Xiu, Li Qingzu, 

Nangong Xiang and the others gathered to escort Ye Chen away. 

They all took their time to escort Ye Chen, from now on they would probably see Ye Chen very rarely. 

So there was no harm in them gathering and watching Ye Chen leave. 

"Did you finish all your business before we left?" Mu Xueying asked if Ye Chen had finished all his 

business before going to God Realm. 

"Yes, I have finished all my business" Ye Chen has finished all his business, there should be nothing else 

to regret when Ye Chen left the earth. 

Mu Xueying nodded then they could leave at any time. 

Beside Mu Xueying was Mu Nianci, Mu Xueying intended to bring Mu Nianci back with herself. 



The reason was very simple, Mu Nianci’s special body was so precious, it would be a shame if Mu Nianci 

stayed in a place like this. 

In the hands of his master Mu Nianci would definitely be an extraordinary talent, so it was because of 

this that Mu Xueying brought Mu Nianci along with her. 

Mu Nianci would naturally be happy to go with Mu Xueying, she would go to a legendary place where 

the first founder came from, this was a special honor for Mu Nianci. 

Plus Mu Nianci would be in the same sect as Ye Chen, so Mu Nianci accepted Mu Xueying’s offer. 

"Mu Xueying, what are we waiting for, let’s go now." Ye Chen asked Mu Xueying why they didn’t leave 

right now. 

"You have to be patient, there are still two more people who haven’t arrived yet." Mu Xueying told Ye 

Chen that she was waiting for two more people before leaving for the God Realm. 

" Two persons ?" Ye Chen started to wonder who Mu Xueying was referring to, he was curious about the 

identity of the two people Mu Xueying was talking about. 

"Senior Sister, sorry to be late" Two beautiful women descended from the sky, these two beauties 

naturally wore veils on their faces. 

 


